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Unnat Bharat Abhiyan Cell NLUO is elated to share its progress in the outreach programmes
conducted by it and the prime focus being education sector of the children of our adopted
villages during and posts COVID Pandemic. During the unprecedented time of COVID-19
when everyone was having restriction to resources, a lot of segments got tampered one of
such being the education sector. It suffered a huge crunch as because schools where not
accessible students were lacking the knowledge and resources to acquire such knowledge.
Highlighting such issue, the UBA Cell members took the responsibility to bridge this gap
which was there due to non availability of resources and came up with the idea to provide
education to the students who were in need. Having a sole motive that education should not
suffer due to any issue the Cell member chooses online medium to educate the students
through providing education videos to students of class 10th specially as they were having
their board exams in the month of February and March 2021-22.
We decided to make this learning process easy for the students. We chalked out our plan
accordingly and decided not only to make videos but also prepared compendium which
comprises of all the matter required for exam. Secondly it was in compliance with the video
we uploaded on the official channel. By having these two segments, one being the
compendium and second the videos, the Cell successfully tried providing the medium for
students stuck at home due to lockdown worldwide.
Self-prepared lecture videos by UBA Cell NLUO helped 85+ students across our 5 adopted
village to score exemplary results by studying form the videos uploaded and available on
our official YouTube channel. Also, these lecture videos along with the set of compendium
and FAQs were being circulated in the schools of our villages to provide more easy
accessibility to them. Moreover, the Cell has created Digital Channel group with these
children, mainly from secondary and higher secondary, in order to provide them and share the
prepared lectures. The Cell tries its best to disseminate these recorded lectures and videos via
help of contacts and resource persons across these 5 adopted villages.
Providing and enhancing such resources we are delighted to say that all the efforts that our
Cell members had given came to a successful departure. Each and every student had free
access as the content was available 24x7 and students used such resource in very successful
manner and achieved the desired result.

